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EDITORIAL 

In the first issue, I said I wanted a quality newsletter, that you would receive 
on time. I feel I should explain why this issue is late. 

In order to keep this issue up to date, I held up the printing so we could pub¬ 
lish the results of the National election, which were tabulated May 23, 1973. I re¬ 
ceived the results early in June which put this issue 3 weeks behind schedule. I feel 
every member deserves to know the results of an important function like this, as soon 
as possible after it happens. Thank you for your fine support of THE KEEPER. 
National Election returns are listed on page 65. 

Dewey Garvey 
Editor 

CORRECTIONS 
John D. Groves was with the Baltimore Zoo; not the Stanley Park Zoo in Van¬ 

couver. (Please not heading of his article on snakes in March-April issue.) He has 
since accepted the position as Head Keeper of Reptiles at the Philadelphia Zoo. 

International Zoo News subscriptions are $8.75 each instead of $9.00 as listed 
in the March-April issue of THE KEEPER. Handling charges have been deducted. 

Dear Dewey: 

CONGRATULATIONS!!! to you, your entire editorial staff, Dick Sweeney and 
the Board of Directors on your great new National AAZK Bulletin, THE KEEPER. 

It is an excellent publication, and you folks should be very proud of your ef¬ 
forts. 

I’m very impressed with the design and format, and like the columns edited by 
the Sammarcos. 

Please extend my best to Larry, the three Pats, and Gay. Keep up the good 
work, Dewey; you deserve a lot of credit. 

Sincerely, 

Gary K. Clarke 
Topeka Zoo Director 
AAZK Associate Member 
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by Robert P. Davison III, Denver Zoo 

Denver’s Pronghorns 

Zoos are always proud to acknowledge a fruitful abundance of newborn ani¬ 
mals. If a rare species is born or an exceptionally large number of one type are pro¬ 
duced, added delight augments the occasion. This latter event occurred at the Denver 
Zoo. A fine herd of a dozen young Pronghorn Antelope, Antilocapra americana, re¬ 
side in special quarters inside the Zoo’s range area. 

An entire month, beginning on June11, was necessary to produce the herd. Five 
groups of twins and two single births resulted. A ratio of nine females to three males 
separated the sexes. During this period of births, two more antelope were added. 
Both were males and came from outside donations. Thus, at its height, the herd 
consisted of fourteen animals. 

Except for the last pair of twins, all the baby pronghorns were hand-reared inside 
a barn. This action was prompted due to last year’s disaster when summer deluges of 
rain and dust storms occurred. The storms caught the babies as they lay in low 
spots in the yard, drowning or suffocating all but two. No storms came this summer. 
But hand-rearing still continued because of its relative ease and adaptive familiariza¬ 
tion of the animals to direct human care. 

Exclusive bottle feeding was done for the first two months. A formula consist¬ 
ing of calf suckle, water, pet drops, and v.a.l. syrup was fed three times daily. Help¬ 
ings of less than three ounces of formula per animal per meal were consumed during 
the first two weeks. After that, consumption gained steadily to a full eight ounces 
for each feeding. 

During that first two-week initiation to bottle feeding, the herd’s only deaths 
occurred. The first death befell one of the donations. It was weak upon reception 
and never progressed well. Scours claimed it one week after its arrival. The second 
fatality belonged to a zoo-produced animal. Bronchial pneumonia developed after 
two weeks and quickly eliminated a frail female. The rest of the herd has stayed 
reasonably healthy. 

Only three crises and one animal-specific case have developed. First to occur 
was the animal-specific case. Number eight blue-tagged female was observed limping 
July 2. No cause was known except a possible kicking. Watched for three days, no 
progress was seen. The animal completely avoided using its left hind leg. On July 5, 
diarrhea developed. That same day, x-rays and a tap of fluid from the heel of the in¬ 
jured leg were taken. However, no fracture or malignancy was discovered. Prescribed 
medication was 2 cc’s of Chloromycetin three times daily for five days. By July 12, 
the diarrhea ceased but the limp remained. 
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Medication was discontinued in hopes that the leg would gradually become 
useable. However, that never happened. Swelling continued for another week. 
When the swelling ceased, the leg appeared to shrink from disuse. The animal’s 
physical size even became stunted. By July 21, the situation was complicated fur¬ 
ther with the return of diarrhea. 

A few drops of biosol cleared away the diarrhea. Kantrim was prescribed for 
the limp. It was given subcutaneously in dosages of 1.2 cc’s twice daily for five days. 
A five-day interval then spanned the next series of kantrim shots. Dosages were the 
same. Results showed that the two weeks of medication worked. Total use of the 
leg returned. Even the stunted condition has improved, although complete physical 
stature may never be achieved. 

Concerning other members of the baby pronghorn herd, diarrhea, ear sucking, 
and lump jaw were their medical problems. Diarrhea was the most chronic situation. 
Beginning early in July with the already mentioned blue female, diarrhea plagued 
the herd for two months. Nothing serious occurred until mid-July. At that time, 
half of the babies developed runny stools. In retaliation, v.a.l. syrup was discon¬ 
tinued in the milk formula and replaced with Bovibac. Small oral amounts of 
Biosol were given to necessary recipients via an eye dropper. From July 21-26, kan¬ 
trim was an added medication. It was given intermuscularly in 1.2 cc units twice 
daily for five days. 

The expected firming of stools was short-lived though. A new diet and the 
effect of kantrim intensified the trouble. Alfalfa hay, calf startena, and calf mana 
comprised the new diet. The milk formula was cut to two daily feedings. When food 
was consumed, however, it went to digestively poor stomachs. Previous kantrim 
shots had destroyed necessary stomach bacteria. Excretion was thus rendered as 
very watery, greenish diarrhea. This mess affected all but three of the baby prong¬ 
horns. 

Biosol was again tried. In eye dropper amounts, each pronghorn was given a 
daily dosage. This continued for five days. Stools remained runny and threatening 
though. 

Salvation was finally achieved the last week of August. Stomach bacteria was 
regenerated through a new product called Formula Five. It is a pure culture of 
lactobacillus. Two drops were placed into each bottle of milk formula along with a 
small amount of bovibac. The milk formula was lowered to five ounce servings. 
After every feeding, Fiquamycin was intermuscularly injected in 1.2 cc amounts for 
five days. On the last day of August, stools were again solid. There has been no 
more diarrhea. 

After diarrhea, the next serious problem was ear sucking. It began late in June 
and extended through July. Obvious reason for this was a constant desire for milk. 
Enough milk was gotten from bottle feeding, but its regulated schedule failed to 
satisfy the pronghorn’s continual appetite. The closest thing resembling a nipple was 
a comrade’s long, slender ears. These appendages soon acquired a very undesirable 
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look. Tips were chewed and split. Some were almost ready to fall off. 
Preventive measures were first taken with the application of Furacin ointment. 

A two-week trail in mid-July showed the Furacin would heal the gnawed ears. How¬ 
ever, sucking continued. Perhaps a bitter tasting salve would keep the babies from 
indulging in their undesirable habit. Morusan became the replacement ointment. Its 
application was also morning and afternoon. And like Furacin, it too was sucked off 
as soon as it was applied. 

Fortunately, the young pronghorns were maturing in their eating preferences. 
Nibbling alfalfa and munching a little startena and calf mana redirected appetites. 
Ears were no longer desired. Ointment continued to be applied though, and even¬ 
tually restored mutilated ears to a passably decent appearance. 

The last medical problem was minor. A lump was observed on a male’s jaw. 
The animal received one shot of kantrim. Tetracyclin was then added to the herd’s 
drinking water. After one day, the lump disappeared. After five days, Tetracyclin 
was discontinued. No more lumps have occurred. 

No medical problems were seen in the two babies left outside. Nursing from 
natural milk and experiencing fine weather, growth was unimpaired. Initial size was 
greater than that of the bottle fed babies. However, after three months, no differ¬ 
ence in size is apparent. All the babies are in excellent physical condition. 

Five of the females will stay at Denver. The remaining herd will be sold. Two 
of the pronghorns that stay are the ones left outside. The three others will be re¬ 
leased from the barn when the rest of the herd is shipped. These five new females 
should be a fine new addition to Denver’s pronghorn stock. 

IN MEMORY 

IVAN TERENCE SANDERSON 1911-1973 

He attended Cambridge University in England. Botany 
and Zoology are just two of the degrees he held. Both of 
which led to his zoological expeditions to remote parts of the 
world. Sponsored by both the British Museum and the Field 
Museum in Chicago, he conducted collecting trips to such 
places as: Dutch Guiana, Guatemala, Malaya and Nigeria. Be¬ 
sides being a scientist, he was also a TV lecturer and author. 
Some of his works included: Living Mammals of the World, 
The Abominable Snowmen and Uninvited Visitors. 
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The Keeper’s Role in Education 

By Ken Kennedy, AAZK President 

I would like to take this opportunity to give you some of my views on how we, 
as zoo keepers, can participate in helping to educate people about animals and con¬ 
servation. By tours of your zoo, talks away from the zoo, or other educational en¬ 
deavors, we can help to insure that the animals will have a better chance in the wild. 
People who are knowledgeable about animals will tend to be more conscious about 
the conservation of them. The question is not what can the public do for us, but 
what we can do for them. In the long run, the animals will benefit by this increase 
in education and concern. 

Before we look into this aspect of a zoo keeper’s job, let us first review some 
functions of the zoo today. Education and conservation are two of the most im¬ 
portant aspects of a good zoo’s operation. A well displayed representation of the 
animal kingdom is far more acceptable than the old idea of row upon row of cages 
with large quantities of animals. 

Why do people who visit our zoos do so much that is detrimental to the animals? 
The main reason, 1 am sure you will agree with me, is that they don’t realize the 
overall consequences which are brought about by these acts of thoughtlessness. The 
fault lies on our shoulders. If the zoo-going public is not told about these problems, 
how can we ever expect to get o'ver the problems which confront us in trying to 
keep healthy animals and protect those that are in close contact with the pub¬ 
lic. A program of zoo keeper lectures to the Zooettes (Guides) of Turtle Back Zoo 
has proven to be very successful. By having better informed guides, they are able to 
handle the questions with more confidence and are able to interpret the keeper’s 
views concerning their animals as well. 

You might be asking yourself why we as keepers should be concerned with 
educating the public. It is a full-time job just looking after the animals in our areas. 

There are a number of excuses why we should not have to do this particular job. 
None of them are really valid if we are as concerned about animals and their conser¬ 
vation as we claim to be. An ignorant society will prove to be a destructive one, as 
we are witnessing right now. An interesting phrase which I have taken from a book 
entitled “ Interpreting Our Heritage”, by Freeman Tilden, goes like this: 

Through interpretation . . . understanding 
Through understanding . . . appreciation 
Through appreciation . . . conservation. 

According to this then, we are going to have to interpret our knowledge about our 
animals which we look after so that people who visit the zoos are able to have a 
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more personal involvement with the animals. This involvement with the animals, no 
matter how large or how small, is usually enough to spark an interest in the people, 
and will encourage a better attitude towards the animal’s protection and survival, 
mainly from the unaware portion of society. 

The major part of society, which 1 feel that would benefit most by having an in¬ 
terpretation or educational program as this, would be the youngsters. They are often 
presented with incorrect information concerning the animals and their ways. If 
these falacies are allowed to remain with the child, it is quite difficult for them to 
accept the truth when they get older. Yet, if a child is allowed to see these animals 
up close and even handle or at least pet them, it is something that they will remem¬ 
ber for quite some time. A child who is taught at an early age to respect animals will 
grow up with an appreciation and will hold a much higher regard for wildlife than 
some of the older members of our society. My only hope is, that if children of today 
learn to appreciate our natural resources, they can be in a position to do something 
about it in time. 

There are a number of ways in which zoo keepers can participate in education¬ 
al programs. Assiniboine Park Zoo Chapter has worked with the Boy Scouts ot the 
Winnipeg area to help interpret animal life and conservation in the Winnipeg area. 
With lectures and zoo tours, they emphasize the Manitoba animals and have found it 
to be excellent. One which was mentioned in the April 1969 issue of AAZK NEWS- 

TETTER, by John Wortman, entitled, “How About an Hour with the Zookeeper?” 
He describes how the keeper leads groups of youngsters through certain areas of the 
Topeka Zoo. This not only helped to improve the image of the zoo keeper but is an 
excellent opportunity to point out certain ‘don’ts’ which are applicable to your zoo 
animals, interesting feeding habits, and any behavior patterns some animals have and 
explain about them. Youngsters will remember these and when they visit the zoo 
again, will be watching out for these and will generally show a greater interest in the 
animals. It is these personal touches a keeper can add to a tour of his or her area in 
the zoo which makes a child’s day at the zoo more memorable than when the child 

is just dragged around by their parents who say, “Oh, look at this ugly bird!” or 
“Oh, you don’t want to look at those horrible things!” In many cases, a tour of 
this type is quite difficult to give unless done after closing time or on slack times 

during the day. 
Another type is when the keeper takes the animals and lectures. There is a 

tremendous opportunity for a keeper to talk to group meetings, to school classes, 
and many other special gatherings. For me, the most requested one ol this type has 
been in class talks. An in-class talk by a keeper can get more across to the students 
about animals in one hour than most teachers can in one month. There are two ways 
in which talks like this can be done. The keeper can take a movie film or slides of 
his or her zoo, explaining certain aspects of the zoo which people don’t usually see 
when they go through a zoo. The other and the most effective method is the taking 
of live animals. There are, however, a couple of precautions which should be kept in 
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mind when doing this type of talk. First, know your animals really well, preferably 
a hand-reared animal, so that it is quite relaxed while being handled. Secondly, make 
sure you don’t take a nervous animal as children become excited very easily and 
sometimes forget how to behave around live animals. It is the confidence shown by 
a keeper in the way he handles the animal which gives the audience a feeling of se¬ 
curity and even the most deeply rooted fear of an animal can be broken down so that 
the person acquires a healthy respect for the animal. This would mean that the ani¬ 
mal would probably not be destroyed because of lack of knowledge which produces 
fear and killing. 

A zoo keeper should become a naturalist of his or her own particular area. It 
is one thing to know about the animals you look after, but one should also be con¬ 
cerned or knowledgeable about some of the flora and fauna located around the zoo 
and in neighboring parks. By taking an interest in the natural history of an area you 
are showing that you are concerned about it and are able to enjoy the animals in the 
wild and are not just interested in the ones on display in your zoo. By taking nature 
rambles around your park, or carrying out simple projects concerning the native ani¬ 
mals in your park area, even assisting university professors and their students allows 
us to bridge the gap between the layman and the professional. 

These are just a few ideas as to how you and I can help to stimulate the public’s 
interest in our zoo and its inhabitants as well as the animals of the wild. Although 
none of these services mentioned above are part of the zoo keeper’s job, they are 
important and if we leave it to somebody else, it may never be done. It might mean 
that we will have to devote more time to learning more about the animals we are 
responsible for, but this should already be a part of our job. It is best to begin with 
a small group as to gain confidence and to find out which is the best method of pre¬ 
sentation for you. In the types of talks and such mentioned above, it is probably 
wise to only attempt to do one type at a time. There is a certain time of the year 
when some of them are in demand more than others. No matter how much time is 
.spent on this type of work, you will never be paid enough in dollars and cents. How¬ 
ever, the personal satisfaction and reward in knowing that you have helped someone 
else to enjoy and appreciate members of the animal kindom is usually far more valu¬ 
able. 

BOISE REGIONAL CONFERENCE RAFFLE RESULTS 

Winner of Grz/mek’s Tierleberr. 
Perry Alexander of California 

Winner of Walker's Mammals of the World (2nd prize): 

Gil Boese of Brookfield Zoo 

THANK YOU ALL SO MUCH FOR YOUR HELP. 
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Giraffe Survey - August, 1971 

By Joseph F. Bennett, Tulsa Zoo 

The results of our Giraffe survey provide data on animals now alive (as of July 
1971) in 28 zoos. The data does not cover all animals in these zoos, however, since 
not all responding zoos gave detailed information on their present herds. Of the 81 
questionaires mailed out, 32 zoos responded, in addition to a summary status by 
Marvin Jones. It appears that only 21 of the 28 zoos have breeding-age females that 
have borne at least one calf. 

Interbreeding between various subspecies, particularly the Masai and Reticulated 
forms, appears to be fairly common. All zoos that have interbred giraffes, report 
them to be fertile. It is a matter of some interest that several zoos having large col¬ 
onies of breeding giraffes, upon losing their male, have secured a wild-caught male 
rather than use a zoo-bred male. However, there are several second and third genera¬ 
tion groups in some zoos. 

One of the most interesting observations of this survey, was the length of time 
a giraffe was in labor. Some zoos reported that their giraffe would walk around for 
as long as eight hours, with just the head and hooves of the calf protruding, before 
'parturition. Several zoos reported that they became so concerned about the length 
of time it took for parturition, that attempts were made to aid the female by pulling 
the calf out. On several occasions, this seemed to be a mistake—it appeared to so en¬ 
rage the female, that it would reject the calf afterwards. The general consensus of 
the survey indicates that even if it takes ten hours for parturition to occur, it is pre¬ 
ferable-under normal circumstances—to leave the female alone rather than trying to 
assist The delivery. 

The maternal repetoire in some captive giraffes appears susceptible to disrup¬ 
tion by outside interference. Some zoos reported that if the female did not undergo 
the maternal experience of cleaning its calf, there was a chance that rejection would 
follow. 

Most zoos were in general agreement as to the nutritional requirements of 
adult giraffes. All are feeding approximately one gallon, twice daily, of D & F or 
Carmel Grain ora similar local mixed grain, and free choice of an alfalfa-type hay. A 
few zoos do supplement this with a small amount of fruits and vegetables. 

On hand-raising baby giraffes: as of July 30, 1971, there was only one other 
zoo, besides the Tulsa Zoo, that had reported any success in hand-raising calves; this 
was the Columbus Zoo^. Their experience is well-detailed in Volume 6 of the Inter¬ 
national Zoo Yearbook. In review of their success after two previous unsuccessful 
attempts, they reported that the calf was started on 11 oz. of cow colostrum five 
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times a day; after two days, the calf was given 65 oz. of Olac, a Mead and Johnson 
canned product. After a short period of time, this was increased to 85 oz. daily; at 
2Vi months, in the amount of 125 oz. a day. At the age of seven months, the calf 
was started on D & F Chow. By eleven months, it was fully weaned, eating solid 
food and drinking water. 

The following were administered on the calf’s day of birth: 2 cc of Vits. A, D 
& E; 600,000 units of penicillin, and 0.75 g. of streptomycin to combat infection 
and help develop resistance. The injections of antibiotics were continued on a daily 
basis for two weeks. 

In 1964, the Tulsa Zoo recorded the first birth of a giraffe in the Zoo’s history. 
Due to uncertainties on the part of the Zoo staff, the calf was removed from the fe¬ 
male immediately after its delivery. The calf was bathed and dried off, and several 
small cuts were disinfected with alcohol and iodine. The baby was then placed back 
into the enclosure, where the female immediately kicked it to death. This may have 
been due to the strange smell of the medication, or it may have resulted from the fe¬ 
male’s nervousness and accompanying outside interference which prevented the nor¬ 
mal sequence of maternal behavior. Since the rejection of the first calf, the female 
has reacted adversely to all calves that have since been born (5)2. As soon as the 
calf is able to stand, the female will viciously and repeatedly strike the calf with 
its hooves. 

Our hand-raising procedure has been different from that of the Columbus Zoo. 
Our first calf to be hand-raised was started on cow colostrum and then changed over 
to whole cow’s milk; this caused severe diarrhea. Goat’s milk was then tried, but 
rejected; we next tried a prepared calf formula which also resulted in diarrhea. The 
calf was finally given Carnation Homogenized Milk, with no further symptoms of 
diarrhea. 

Since the first calf was raised, our routine procedure has been to administer the 
following, as soon as possible after birth: 1,500 units of tetanus antitoxin; 200 ml. 
of perdnisolone; 2 cc. of Vitamins A, D & E; 5cc. of B Complex. 700 ml. of neo¬ 
mycin is sprayed into the mouth, and the umbilical cord is disinfected with Zepherin. 

The calves are started on an initial feeding of 6 qts. daily of Carnation Homo¬ 
genized Milk, given in a standard bottle and nipple. The calves are fed at six-hour 
intervals in the amount of E/2 qts. per feeding. When the calf is a week old, this is 
increased to 8 qts. daily. At the age of two months, the calf is daily offered a small 
amount of Carmel Grain. By four months, the calf is eating a small amount of grain; 
by 6 months, it is taking about a quart of grain daily and showing some interest in 
hay. After the calf is six months old, we decrease the amount of milk, replacing it 
with water and solid food. By nine months, the calf is ready to wean, although we 
give one bottle daily to facilitate handling and subsequent crating. We feel very for¬ 
tunate that none of the last three calves has suffered any serious illness throughout 
the hand-rearing process. 
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1 As of July 7, 1971, the Cheyenne Mountain Zoo was successfully hand-raising a two-week old 

calf. 

2 A calf was born on August 31, 1971, and is now being hand-raised. 

TULSA ZOO GIRAFFE SURVEY 

August, 1971 

Giraffes surveyed (currently alive): 
Wild-caught 48 

Captive-born 25 

Undetermined 10 

Total 83 
M_ F 

Reticulated 14 34 

Nubian 3 7 

Masai 3 7 

Baringo 9 3 

Congo 1 1 

Angolan 1 2 

Camelopardalis x Reticulata 0 1 

Reticulata x Capensis 0 1 

Reticulata x Peralta 0 1 

Undetermined 1 0 

Total 2.5 58 

Number Stillborn Calves 3 

Number Liveborn Calves (born to 35 females) 92 

Number not surviving (hand-raised) 6 

Number not surviving (mother-raised) 1 1 

Number that survived (hand-raised) 6 

Number that survived (mother-raised) 69 

Most calves raised by one female 7 

Average age of cows’ first breeding 3-4 years 

Oldest breeding female, as of July 1971 19 

Average giraffe longevity 25 

Oldest giraffe surveyed 27 

Oldest giraffe known to still be alive in captivity 34 
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We would like to thank everyone who participated in this survey, and we 
hope that the information we have compiled may be of some value to you. 

Data was provided by the following zoos: 

Audubon Park, New Orleans 
Baltimore 
Birmingham, Ala. 
Boston 
Brookfield 
Buffalo 
Cincinnati 
Columbus 
Dallas 
References 

Denver 
Detroit 
El Paso 
Fort Worth 
Honolulu 
Houston 
Indianapolis 
Jacksonville 
Kansas City 
Lincoln Park, Chicago 

Miami 
Oklahoma City 
Philadelphia 
Phoenix 
St. Louis 
San Francisco 
Topeka 
Tulsa 
Washington, D.C. 

Clarke, G., The Bear Facts, Vol 6 (5), 1970. 

Jones, M. L., personal communication, 1971. 

Savoy, J. C., International Zoo Yearbook, Vol. VI, 1966, p. 202. 

More on Giraffes next month. 

GIRAFFE LONGEVITY by Marvin Jones 

NOTES ON TWO GIRAFFE BIRTHS by Pat Stout & Gay Kuester 

ZOO REVIEW 
By Pat Stout, Associate Editor 

There are two books available 
on the care of small animals 
that all keepers would find useful.ary. 

Wild Mammals as Pets by Paul Villiard, 1972 hardbound, 159 pps. $4.95, pub¬ 
lished by Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, New York. 

Devoted to the care and handling of small mammals native to North America. 
This book tries to discourage the general public from keeping wild mammals as 
pets, but gives excellent information for doing so when it is necessary. There are 
also chapters on endangered mammals and state regulations. 

Our Small Native Animals, Their Habits and Care by Robert Snedigar, 1939, 
1963 softbound, 248 pps. $2.50, published by Dover Publications, Inc., 180 Varick 
Street, New York, N.Y. 10014. 

The author, a former Curator of Reptiles at Brookfield Zoo, presents much 
useful information on the care of small mammals, birds, reptiles, and amphibians 
native to North America. Also included in this book, are life histories, liberally 
sprinkled with first-hand data of 114 species of native animals. 
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Brookfield Chapter Activities 

By Dennis Grimm, Brookfield Zoo 

In recent years, the Brookfield Zoo chapter of AAZK has been active in various 
projects for the purpose of promoting zoo keeping as a serious profession and career. 
We also became involved with many environmental conservation concerns and issues. 

Our most successful endeavor has been the establishment of a speaking program 
directed mainly toward students, particularly at the high school level, about zoo 
keeping as a job and career. Different AAZK members have given the talks, usually 
free of charge, to various groups. We devised a generalized keeper career talk which 
is flexible enough so that the individual speaker could easily accommodate most 
groups regardless of age. In addition, we have recently developed a slide program, 
depicting keepers performing various tasks, to accompany the talk. 

Since the response to the speaking program has been quite favorable, this year 

we will be coordinating our talks through the Zoo Education Department and 
representing not only AAZK, but Brookfield Zoo as well. By working through the 
Zoo, we will have the opportunity for more speaking dates, especially more paying 
engagements which will in turn help boost our treasury. We are hoping to expand 
the number of topics we can present and, at the same time, increase the number of 
speakers with our chapter. 

We have also written many letters urging legislators to pass numerous conserva¬ 
tion and animal protection bills, particularly in the field of endangered species. We 
have received replies to some of these letters. We spoke on a local radio program 
about endangered species. We also helped a Curator of Education at the Zoo (a 
Sierra Club representative) introduce an endangered species bill in the Illinois Senate 
which finally was adopted and will be effective in the Spring. 

We plan to continue activity in this area and will try to find out more about 
the new endangered species law and see that it is enforced, especially with regard to 
pet and exotic animal dealers. We are presently obtaining information about a cer¬ 
tain local animal dealer who has a history of illicit practices and lack of concern for 
the animals he sells. Since the Zoo has purchased animals from this unscrupulous 
individual in the past, we will be urging the Zoo to boycott this person for obvious 
reasons. 

We attended an Illinois Pollution Control Board public hearing on the Des 
Plaines River (a river that runs close to the Zoo) where we submitted a statement 
and petition of zoo employees requesting an upgrading of water quality standards 
for the river. 

We initiated a can recycling program within the Zoo. Roughly seventy cans are 
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cleaned, crushed, and made ready for recycling a day. 
We will remain busy this year with our projects, especially on more of a local 

and community basis. Some of our members have been asked to be on a local tele¬ 
vision show representing the Zoo. We sincerely welcome this chance to gain some 
recognition for AAZK and are praying that everything works out. 

I hope I have presented a clear picture of what our chapter has done and that 
I have given your chapter some ideas on what it might do. One of the basic pur¬ 
poses of AAZK is the promotion of professionalism in zoo keeping. I feel by 
strengthening local AAZK chapters through projects that try to achieve this goal, the 
national organization is. in turn strengthened. By creating more dynamic, active 
chapters, we thus create the image we should hope to maintain--that of a concerned? 
purposeful organization composed of dedicated people responsive to the challenges 
of the profession and the problems that affect it. 

SAN DIEGO ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY PRESENTS CONSERVATION AWARDS 

Earl T. Schultz, better known at the San Diego Zoo as “Tom”, has been selected 
by the Zoo’s Committee for Conservation through Reproduction for special keeper 
recognition. Tom’s first training with animals occurred in 1955, during his service 
with the U.S. Army’s jungle warfare training course in Panama. He helped care for 
primates, small cats, tapirs, pigs, and reptiles used by the school to acquaint military 
personnel with the identity and significance of these animals. Tom’s first experience 
at the San Diego Zoo was as a temporary animal keeper in July 1963, caring for sick 
gorillas. In September of the same year, he was employed as a keeper trainee in the 
Reptile Department. Since that time, he has advanced to the position of principal 
reptile keeper. Over the 10-year span of his employment, he has developed consider¬ 
able knowledge of and experience with the animals in the Reptile Department. 
Tom’s hobbies include parachute jumping. 

Harry G. Pelton, of the San Diego Zoo’s new Wild Animal Park, has been keenly 
interested in waterfowl since his days at Humboldt College, where he received a 
Bachelor of Science degree in wildlife management. In April 1972, he was employed 
as a keeper at the Park, with his main duties in the free flight aviary. Harry has 
applied the knowledge gained from formal education, augmenting this with “on the 
job” experience. His personable attitude, friendliness and cooperation with co¬ 
workers has earned him the respect of all, and he has contributed valuable sugges¬ 
tions for the health and welfare of the birds in his charge. He has successfully incu¬ 
bated (many times with improvised equipment) and hatched a considerable number 
of chicks, including Cape and Common shellduck, Brazilian teal, Fulvous tree duck. 
Bar-headed goose, Black swan. Swan goose, Lilac-breasted roller and Blacksmith 
plover. Because of the dedication exhibited in all phases of his duties at the Park, and 

in particular, the record of successful hatchings, the Zoo’s Committee for Conserva¬ 
tion through Reproduction has selected Harry for special keeper recognition. 
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ZOO KEEPERS 

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 

8024 TOMMY DRIVE • SAN Dl EGO, CALI FORNIA 9211 9 

(714) 463-0738 

OFFICIAL AAZK ELECTION RESULTS 

TOTAL NO.OF BALLOTS RECIEVED TO MAY 23,1973 (Deadline date) 187 

TOTAL VOTES RECIEVED BY EACH CANDIDATE NOMINATED BY THE NOMINATING 

COMMITTEE AT CALGARY 

Sam J. LaMalfa, Milwaukee County Zoo,Milwaukee,Wise. 

Pat Sass(O.l) Lincoln Park Zoo,Chicago,Ill., 

Mr Gerald Thomas,San Diego Zoo,San Diego,California, 

Mr Mickey Barrett,San Diego Zoo,San Diego,California, 

Mr Larry Sammarco,Lincoln Park Zoo,Chicago,Ill. 

Mr Rick Steenberg,Como Zoo,St.Paul,Minn. 

TOTAL VOTES FOR PROPOSITION TO EXTEND PRESIDENTIAL(BOARD) TO TWO YEARS 

SO THAT INSTALLATION WILL COINSIDE WITH NATIONAL CONFERENCES 

YES 178 NO 5 VOIDED 4 

Note: The four votes voided were blanks on three ballots, one with both 
yes and no marked. Candidate votes on these ballots were NOT voided. 

ELECTED 

ELECTED 

ELECTED 

128 

100 

111 

56 

88 

I, Nelson Schweers,duly appointed Chairman of the national election committee 

for the 1st AAZK national Board election, do hereby affix my signature to this 

document in witness to its accuracy and completion.All votes were sealed as 
recieved at national Hq. and opened during the special meeting on May 23,1973 
at the San Diego Zoo,The candidates elected are so indicated following each 

vote total.\ ,-N 

U ,.„ \ -1 
NELSON SCHWEERS,CHAIRMAN 

Dated May 23,1973 
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ADVANCEMENT - EDUCA TION - ENJOYMENT ■ INVESTMENT 

■WHATEVER YOUR REASON- 

RALPH CURTIS BOOKS 
OFFERS THE LARGEST SELECTION OF 

ZOOLOGICAL & WILDLIFE BOOKS 

RALPH 

CURTIS 

Those Hard-To-Find Titles 

From Publishers Around the World. 

"We stock all the International Zoo Yearbooks 
and hundreds of books on Zoos, Animal & 
Birdkeeping, Mammals, Birds, Reptiles, Fishes, 
Conservation, and similar subjects. " 

BOOKS 
2633 Adams Street 

Hollywood, Fla. 33020 
Teh (305) 925-4639 

Zoological books 

Our big 27-page catalog, 
listing over 600 titles, 
FREE to AAZK Mem¬ 
bers and Associates. 

INTERNATIONAL 
ANIMAL EXCHANGE, Inc. 
AMERICA’S LEADING WILDLIFE 

Importers—Exporters 
■Bird* 

Reptiles—Amphibians 

Specializing in Sales Purchases and/or 

Exchange of Animals Throughout the World 
Box 1046 

1489 East Nine Mile Road Mogadiscio 
Ferndale, Michigan 48220 Telephone: (313) 545-2820 or 545-3348 Somalia 
U.S.A. Cable Address: Bongo-Ferndale AFRICA 
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DATA POOL 
Edited by 

Pat Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo 

From data received, it seems that the typical polar bear enclosure is a simulated 
rock, moated area with a pool and interior dens; although at least one pair produced 
young in a cage with pool and den. In cases of successful maternal rearing, strict 
privacy was given the mothers in prepared maternity dens. In one case, even feeding 
was discontinued to prevent disturbing the female. The special dens were bedded 
with straw and shavings and in some cases heated, in others, not. Standard procedure 
is to drain pools and straw moats in case of accident to protect young. 

The only sign of impending birth noted was a female who became dormant for 
the first time with her first litter. Births occured at earliest on November 12 and at 
latest on December 12. Maternal rearing seems definitely preferable since only two 
zoos report successful incidents of hand-rearing; maternal rearing was successful in 

20 of 24 cases. 
A proven hand-rearing formula was submitted as follows: 60% Esbilac and 

sterile water (1:2), 40% cow’s cream, 1 teaspoon cod liver oil and 0.3 cc ABDEC 
daily. This was modified to the following at two weeks: 2 parts Esbilac and sterile 
water (1:2), 1 part cream (half and half) and the following per 100 cc of formula: 
1 teaspoon cod liver oil, 300 mg. Inositol, Vz teaspoon NeoCalglucon, 0.5 cc Poly- 
visol vitamins and 1.5 drops Aqua-Sol E. Amounts fed were carefully controlled to 
produce steady weight gain without overfeeding, and increased only as necessary for 
weight gain. Cereal was added at two months and solids were offered at two and a 
half months (i.e. I/D and Zu/Preem Omnivore diet and apples). Incubator tempera¬ 
tures started at 89 degrees F, but were reduced gradually to 72 degrees F for the 
bear’s comfort. At birth, the cubs received Polar Bear Serum, 5 cc orally, 2.5 cc sub¬ 
cutaneously, and 2 cc intraperitoneally, in addition to iron dextran given at birth, 
one month and three months at a dose of 5 mg. per Kg. of body weight. 

The only medical problem noted was the appearance of small white blisters on 
the skin at one week and disappearing in a few days. 

Polar bears cited, produced their first young at a range in age from 6 to 15 years, 
averaging at an age of 10 years old and continuing to bear young to 24 to 25 years 
old. One female lived to be 36 years old, but ceased production at 24 years. The 
rule seems to be that polar bears produce young on alternate years, litters being one 
or two cubs. Breeding groups range from single pairs to a ratio of 4:1, with only the 
dominant male breeding the female. In this situation, when 1 died, 2 became the 

breeder. 
Many thanks to all who contributed data. Specifics are available on request. 
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DATA POOL MAY/JUNE 1973 

The first two topics in the DATA POOL dealt with specific areas of limited 
Keeper participation; after all, how many bear and cat men are there? Indeed, 
HOW MANY BEAR KEEPERS AND CAT KEEPERS ARE THERE? 

Who is the average Keeper? I hope you all will fill in the questionaire so we all 
can see what a day is like in the life of the “Average Zoo Keeper”. 

YOU ______ 

Age , Sex._Education (highest grade or degree reached)._ 

How long at present zoor How long at other zoos ____ 
What other jobs have you had , - ___________ 

YOUR AREA 
y 

In what area do you work now ___________ 

In what areas have you worked_ 

Where would you rather work _ ____ 

How many animals are in your care______ 

Describe your area briefly ___ 

Have you every been injured on the job *_, By animals _____ 

YOUR DAY 

What hours do you work,_to^ lunch time.__break timet ___ 

What are your zoo’s hours and days , __ 

Do you often put in overtime or take work homet _ 

On an average day, how long do you spend: 

cleaning animal areas^_____ cleaning public areas._ 

animal contact and observation _ public contact and observation 

preparing diets__ feeding animals._record keeping ___ 
explain other duties ______ 

YOUR ZOO,_____ 

Size — in area*._in collection T in attendance in staff 

What is your zoo’s best feature _ 

the worst - ______ 

Docs your zoo have a Keeper training program — Describe _ 

Please send all replies as soon as possible to Pat Sammarco, 5206 N. Ludlam, Chicago 
Illinois 60630. 

* 
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BEHIND THE GUARDRAIL 

Edited by 

Larry Sammarco, Lincoln Park Zoo 

News from Lincoln Park — Chicago 

Birth of the month has to be the four (4) Siberian tiger cubs. The cubs are 
presently residing in the Zoo Nursery under the capable supervision of Animal 
Keeper Marjorie Seymour, who dispenses the T.L.C. in the Nursery. 

Also three (3) Gray Kangaroos (Macropus) were received and at present are in 

isolation, and not on public display. 
After three (3) years of negotiations, Lincoln Park has acquired a pair of Indian 

lions. At present, they are the only pair of Indian lions in captivity in the United 
States. The hope is that Kumar (male) and Chandra (female) will add to the critical¬ 
ly dwindling Indian lion population. In return, a pair of young South American 

jaguars were sent to New Delhi. 
Mr. Dion Albach, lately Director of the Providence, Rhode Island Zoo, and pre¬ 

viously an Animal Keeper and Zoologist at Lincoln Park, has accepted the Directors 
position at the Mesker Park Zoo in Evansville, Indiana. This makes two (2) former 
Lincoln Park Animal Keepers that are on the staff at Evansville. 

News from Brookfield Zoo — Brookfield 

At Brookfield Zoo, there is a Biology Discussion Group which allows Keepers 
with practical animal knowledge and staff members formally trained in theoretical 
biology to participate in practical and experimental situations. This team eftort indi¬ 
cates the acceptance of Keepers as an intrical part of the zoo scene. Congratulations, 

Brookfield — Brother Keepers, TAKE NOTE! 

Please send any and all information you would like mentioned in this column 
to Larry Sammarco, 5206 N. Ludlam, Chicago, Illinois 60630. Please try to get it 

to me as soon as possible. 

NEW MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY 

AAZK established a new Zoo-Aquarium-Society membership in early March, 
and \ve extend a special welcome to our new ZAS members: Gloria Messer, Adven¬ 
ture Land, New York City; Indianapolis Zoological Society, Indianapolis, Indiana; 
Seaworld, San Diego, California and San Diego Zoological Society, San Diego, Calif. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

POSITION AVAILABLE: ZOOKEEPER: Salisbury Zoo, Salisbury, Maryland. 
Experience desirable. $5,715 to start plus City benefits and yearly increasments. 
Contact: Stefan H. Graham, Salisbury Zoo, Salisbury, Maryland 21801, Phone: 
(301)742-2123. ' 

KEEPER: Louisville Zoological Garden. Experience with elephants, hoofed 
stock and primates (in that order). Contact: Red Bayer, Curator, Louisville Zoo, 
1100 Trevilian Way, Louisville, Kentucky 40213. 

EXPERIENCED KEEPERS: Safari International S.P.A. (affiliate of Lion 
Country Safari, Inc.). Work as Chief Game Wardens in Safari Parks in Italy, Spain 
and Belgium. Applications should contain references and be addressed to: Dr. 
H. H. Roth, Vice President, Safari International S.P.A., Via Flaminia Nuova, 270- 
00191 Roma, C.C.I.A.A. 340203. 

POSITION WANTED: Keeper and/or Zoo Education — Seeking position in a 
zoological garden either public or private. Have had experience at Turtle Back Zoo, 
West Orange, New Jersey; Africa U.S.A., Fillmore, California; Andersen’s Animal 
Park & Orphans of the Wild, Buellton, California. Have cared for cats, elephants, 
bears, birds of prey, monkeys, most hoofed stock, reptiles, seals, birds,and barn¬ 
yard animals. Many lectures for schools, libraries, and parks — some television and 
radio experience. Available immediately. Full resume sent upon request. Contact 
Peter B. Yoost, 9020—A McConnell Drive, Moses Lake, Washington 98837. 

Three openings for zoo keepers starting at $375 a month, City of Abilene. 
Fringe benefits. Send resume to Daniel M. Watson, Abilene Zoological Gardens, 
P.O. Box 60, Abilene, Texas 79604. 

NOTICE AAZK HEADQUARTERS: If enough interest is shown, a membership cer¬ 
tificate, suitable for framing will be made available at a cost of $2.00 each. 
If you would like to order one, please advise by letter. Do not send money now. 
This notice is only to determine the degree of interest. 

Excellent Book Available: 

AAZK Headquarters is pleased to announce the availability of a new book 
entitled: The World's Cats, Ecology and Conservation, Volume I. This excellent 
book, edited by Randall L. Eaton and published by World Wildlife Safari, Winston, 
Oregon, contains the proceedings of an international symposium held at Lion 
Country Safari, Laguna Hills, Calif. This publication is of great value to all keepers. 
To order Volume I, send $10.00 to World Wildlife Safari, Winston, Oregon 97496. 
PLEASE DO NOT ORDER THROUGH AAZK - ORDER DIRECT. 
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Brookfield Lincoln Park 

Milwaukee 

2974 _ 

NATIONAL 
CONVENTION 

Something new for 1974. Three zoo hosts will have the pleasure of showing you 
around. Spend a day at Brookfield Zoo with host Dewey Garvey, Milwaukee Zoo 
with host Sam LaMalfa, Lincoln Park Zoo with hostess Pat Sass, 

Convention Dates: April 22-25 

Hotel Headquarters: Sheraton-Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. 

Rates are: Single, $20.00; twin-double, $26,00; triple, $31.00; one bedroom suite, 
$40.00 and $5.00 per additional cot. 

If you would like to present a paper or other type of program at Chicago, please 
contact Dennis Grimm, 204 Olmstead Road, Riverside, Illinois 60546. 

Besides representing your zoo by attending, plan to have a picture poster of your 
zoo, to hang in the session room. 

Hope to see you at the convention. Watch THE KEEPER for more details and’ 
information — 3 and more in ?74. 



ZOO DIRECTORS VETERINARIANS 

FOR BALANCED NUTRITIONAL DIETS - 
QUALITY ASSURANCE - 

AND ECONOMICAL FEEDING PROGRAMS 

TRY 

NEBRASKA BRAND FELINE FOOD 
| NEBRASKA BRAND BIRDS OF PREY DIET 
j WAYNE DRY DIETS 
I We also offer: Nebraska brand horse meat - u.s.d.a. inspected 

p A PROGRAM TO HELP ZOOS SECURE THEIR OWN FREEZERS. 
LET US GIVE YOU DETAILS - PAY AS YOU USE. 

I AN INFORMATIVE BOOKLET "HELPFUL INFORMATION ON 
THE ART OF ANIMAL KEEPING." WRITE FOR COPY. 

FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES CONTACT 
DUANE A. STROTHER 

| CENTRAL NEBRASKA PACKING 
P.O. BOX 550 

NORTH PLATTE, NEBRASKA 69101 
Phone (308) 532-1250 
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